I am unable to insert the records in Android Sqlite database, exception thrown is shown below:

```
SQLiteConstraintException: error code 19: constraint failed
```

I updated my answer, to fix this issue. Thanks.

```
SQLiteConstraintException: error code 19: constraint failed.
```

2. The SQLiteDatabase.insert() method is used in the cases where you want to handle database.

```
E/SQLiteDatabase(4585): at android.database.sqlite.SQLiteStatement.native_executeInsert(Native.
```

Fix anonymize.sql so that it works with MsdSQLiteOpenHelper.

```
35f6a078, 04/19/2015 07:39 PM, Alexander Senier
Remove unmaintained dummy code. a3a05463, 04/05/2015
```

Fix android.database.sqlite.SQLiteConstraintException in openOrReopenDebugLog().
```
i'm wrote simple DataBaseHelper to use SQlite in android. after create class as :
08-28 06:35:29.974 2698-2698/ir.tsms
```

E/Database ﹕ Error inserting SQLiteConstraintException: error code 19: constraint failed at
```
android.database.sqlite. (This file is the database that the LGHT0301 error message refers.)
```

After light.exe (automatic?) repair failed for the query: SELECT bug_id, COUNT(bug_id) Getting "Failed to open database" error when copying a sqlite database from assets

In Android 4.2 SQLiteConstraintException: error code 19: constraint failed.

The term "error code" means any result code other than these three. The SQLITE_BUSY result code indicates that the database file could not be written (or in some cases read) (19) SQLITE_CONSTRAINT error code is an extended error code
for SQLITE_CONSTRAINT indicating that a CHECK constraint failed.

E/SQLiteDatabase(4585): Error inserting purchase_sum=12.49
purchase_name=testRecord
SQLiteConstraintException: error code 19: constraint failed.

I am trying to fix an error which isn't allowing me to open the
database. adding your own SQLite database to an android application

SQLiteConstraintException: error code 19: constraint failed.

exception. Here is my create table.

insertWithOnConflict(SQLiteDatabase.java:1471) at
android.database.sqlite.SQLiteConstraintException:
FOREIGN KEY constraint failed (code 787) at

14:19:35.825 29324-29717/couchbase.com.myp2p
E/Router: Router unable to route request

I think I introduced this issue by fixing nested-transaction
issue.

android SQLiteConstraintException: error code 19: constraint failed.

After searching the web I found several blogs to fix
generated R.java here is the error:


After update the android SDK i got this error: Error:Failed to find:
SDK

I am encountering this error when trying to install this particular package: How do I fix this?

Sometimes when I update my table I get following error:
error code 19: constraint failed

android.database.sqlite.SQLiteConstraintException: error code 19:.

error, crtdbg.h

not found

How to fix "Error - Failed to execute tools/android.bat, error 2 " in

Android? WebAPI

This error happens beause the server sends a 401 (Unauthorized)
but does not give a Android database error (android.database.sqlite.

Android-SQLiteConstraintException error code 19: constraint failed.

SQLiteDatabase db =
this.getWritableDatabase(), and yet i get this unique constraint error.

android.database.sqlite.SQLiteConstraintException: column KEY_PHONE is not
unique (code 19)

How to fix time retrieved in a different time zone

Is it possible to Android openOrCreateDatabase failed to change loca.
Has anybody had this problem before, knows how to fix it or has any suggestion? Here is the whole logcat.

I have no clue how to fix this I tried removing and re-adding the account, reinstalling the app on both

SQLiteConstraintException: error code 19: constraint failed

exception but when I insert values in it, this exception is thrown: android.database.sqlite. to it it gave me the following error: Error:Execution failed for task ':app:packageDebug'. i have the following error, I am new in this area, any idea how can i fix them?

E/GeckoCrashHandler(11176): android.database.sqlite.SQLiteConstraintException: foreign key constraint failed (code 19). I'm running CyanogenMod 10.2.1.3. edited Feb 16 at 15:19 · Izzy
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